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Questions
I. What is “world order”?
II. What makes a world power?
III.Why is a new world order
emerging?
IV. What should US do?

“The world is changing. We’re at a significant inflection point in
world history.” President Biden
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I. What is “World Order?”
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

A geopolitical system – pecking order of nations
Combines national security and peaceful
international coexistence
Based on 1) set of accepted rules that define limits
of permissible action, and 2) a balance of power that
enforces restraint when rules breakdown
Has been dominated by ‘Western’ ideas and
institutions
For 100 years, since WW I, US led project to build a
rules-based Liberal International Order (LIO)
UN - proxy for how states perceive world order
* Henry Kissinger, World Order, 2014, page 9
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Past World Orders
◼

◼

◼

◼

European: Peace of Westphalia of Thirty Years
War (1618-48): Independent states, not interfering in
others, & checking ambitions via balance of power
Chinese: Equality of states but “all under heaven,”
influence by awing others with its magnificence
Islamic: Single divinely sanctioned governance
destined to expand until all world under Islam
US Liberal International Order (LIO):
◼

◼
◼

Post WW II, fostered multilateralism (UN, World Bank,
IMF, WTO, EU)
“Bipolar world” Cold War between US & USSR
USSR fall “ended history” left US sole superpower
Source: Henry Kissinger, World Order, 2014
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What led to modern
world order?
◼

◼

◼

◼

World orders resulted from advances in technology,
trade and transport that tied together the ‘shrinking
planet’
States were forced to co-exist in absence of an
overarching authority or power
During past two centuries, a modern international
order arose: global economy, global system of states,
and global circulation of ideas
World politics became marked by increasingly deep
exchanges between peoples and polities
Source: George Lawson, The rise of modern international order, in: Baylis et al. eds.) The Globalization of World Politics,
Oxford University Press, 2016 , pp. 37-51
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Why the Western
Liberal International
Order (LIO)?
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Centuries ago, the East
(China & India) were dominant powers
In modern times, the West (Europe and offshoots) led
by industrialization created “Great Divergence”
West projected power around world and bound it
together via new transport and technologies
Netherlands led from mid-1600s to mid-1700s
British Empire led from mid 1700s to WWI
US has led since WW I to date
But another shift underway: China and autocracy
rising and US and Liberalism in relative decline

Source: George Lawson, The rise of modern international order, in: Baylis et al. eds.) The Globalization of World Politics,
Oxford University Press, 2016 , pp. 37-51
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American led Liberal
International Order (LIO)
◼

◼

◼

◼

Conceived by President Woodrow Wilson
in WW I, but failed and rebuilt after WW II
Rules based involving sovereignty, open trade,
international law, multilateral cooperation, collective
security, political rights, and democratic solidarity
LIO seeks benefits of globalization but also
protections against dangers from other countries’ bad
economic policy, pandemics, refugee flows, nuclear
weapons, invasions ...
Belief that US international cooperation
essential to make world safe for democracy
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II. What makes world powers?
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What motivates world
powers?
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Elites of nations pursue their own self-interest
But face choices limited by available resources,
technology, and internal and external constraints
Major struggles are to make, take and distribute
wealth and power
Also have other struggles over ideology, religion &
nationalism
Wealth and power either are taken from the
ground, taken from others or invented by human
adaptation and learning
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Human productivity - most important
force that raises wealth & power
Progress = evolutionary
improvement due to adaptation
and learning
Altered by long-term big cyclestriggered by booms, busts,
revolutions and wars

◼

◼

◼

◼

Subject to shorter-term events such as weather,
price spikes, elections …
Despite many wars - natural disasters, pandemics,
& famines have caused more deaths & cycles
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Why some countries
prosper & others don’t?

◼

◼

◼

◼

How economies work, and their cause-effect
relationships are universal
Productivity (output/person) growth is ultimately
what matters for long-term prosperity
Swings around long-term productivity growth trend
arise from debt cycles
“Luck” (blessed with resources) and “conflict” (wars,
revolutions, regime change) are also drivers
Source: Productivity and Structural Reform: Why Countries Succeed & Fail, and What Should Be Done So Failing Countries Succeed
by Ray Dalio, 2017, economicprinciples.org
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Why shifts in world
order?
◼

◼

◼

Success when well-educated people, operating
civilly, come-up with innovations, receive funding
through capital markets, and turn innovations into
production
But success also results in gaps in wealth and overindebtedness that lead to downturns, revolutions,
and wars
Periods of destruction and reconstruction devastate
the weak, establish revolutionary new approaches
and prosperity, and new domestic and world orders
Source: Ray Dalio, The Changing World Order, 2021
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Credit indebtedness
creates cycles
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Without credit, only way to
increase spending is produce more
But with credit, can also increase
spending by borrowing and increasing debt
Rising spending generates rising incomes & wealth,
enabling more buying, spending & borrowing
When debts become overextended, must cut
spending or default
Bad times often follow which hurt the poor the most,
which leads to political change & revolutions

Source: Productivity and Structural Reform: Why Countries Succeed & Fail, and What Should Be Done So Failing Countries Succeed, by Ray
Dalio
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Luck, conflicts,
psychology & culture
also affect world order
◼

◼

◼

Luck, such as finding shale gas, gold or oil, and conflicts
(e.g., Ukraine) also alter world order
Productivity and indebtedness are ultimately a function of
the choices people make and their psychology/culture
Psychology shifts over economic life cycles
◼
◼

◼

When people feel poor, focus on survival, nobody willing to lend
When people feel rich, begin taking more leisure & debt

Thus, culture matters - affects incentives and attitudes
toward work, saving and civility

Source: Productivity and Structural Reform: Why Countries Succeed & Fail, and What Should Be Done So Failing Countries Succeed
by Ray Dalio
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Today’s Top World Powers
Size and status of major powers, 2022
Powers

Freedom

Nom. GDP
Bil. US $

US
EU

Free
Free
Japan
Free
Germany
Free
UK
Free
France
Free
Brazil
Free ???
India
Partly Free
Mexico
Partly Free
China
Not Free
Russia
Not Free
Saudi Arabia Not Free
Turkey
Not Free
World

25,347
16,613
4,912
4,257
3,376
2,937
1,833
3,535
1,323
19,912
1,829
1,040
692
93,864

Nom.
Trade Populati
GDP per
(2018)
on
capita
US $
Bil. US $ Million
76,027 4,278
332
37,180 3,452
447
39,243
1,487
126
51,104
2,834
84
49,761
1,157
67
44,747
1,227
68
8,570
650
215
2,515
831 1,376
10,166
915
129
14,096 4,629 1,413
12,575
688
145
28,759
369
35
8,081
391
85
11,760 42,065 7,981

HDI
-2019
0.845
0.944
0.765
0.929

0.761
0.645
0.82
0.932

0.824
0.854
0.709
0.916
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We will focus on top 4 major
world powers
◼

◼

◼

◼

US: Largest GDP, GDP per capita, military strength, and allies
(soft power) but polarized and waning soft power
EU: 27-members facing internal discord (BREXIT), long allied
with US for defense but relies on Russia for energy, was
seeking closer ties with China, with some “illiberal” democracies
China: Largest population, closing power gap with US, trade,
investment, and political clout, autocracy by strongman Xi,
“best fiends” with Putin, taken in Hong Kong, and threatening
Taiwan, growth slowing and real estate finances shaky
Russia: Largest area, lacks natural boundaries, energy
superpower, long history of expansion and keeping neighbors
weak, only 12th in GDP and 61st in GDP/capita, know Putinknow Russia, warring in Ukraine and threatening nukes
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III. Why is new world of
de-order emerging?
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

Covid Pandemic – worst pandemic in a century
Russian war in Ukraine – 1st European war in 75 years
Rising US-China Cold War – first challenge of US
preeminence by a comparable great power since
collapse Soviet Union
Rise of strongman autocracy and decline of democracy
Covid & Ukraine surge of indebtedness and inflation

[S]harp decline in world order … owing to …threats … United
States is ill positioned to contend with…. [T]he revival of… worst
… geopolitics: great-power competition, imperial ambitions, fights
over resources. The Dangerous Decade, By Richard Haass, Sep/Oct 2022, Foreign
Affairs
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World order threatened
by debt-laden
economies and inflation

◼

◼

◼

◼

Rapid economic recovery from Covid has led to
inflation and US Fed raising interest rates
Higher Fed rates attract foreign investors and makes
dollar stronger, imports cheaper & lowers inflation
But raises prices for countries that pay for imports
(e.g., oil) in dollars & forces them to raise their rates
With rising rates, some indebted may tip into crisis
and outright failure thus roiling world order

Source: The First Global Deflation Has Begun, and It’s Unclear Just How Painful It Will 18
Be, NYT, Oct. 4, 2022, By Adam Tooze

Impacts of Ukraine
war on world order?
◼

◼

◼

◼

Putin tarnished by failing to win early victory and by
breaking taboo about nuclear threats
Increases in oil and gas prices, has lessened initial
impacts of sanctions on Russian economy
But will be adverse long-term effects – increased
Western military solidarity, exit of global firms and
investment, reputation as unreliable energy and food
supplier, stress on China & India relations …
UN Security Council not taken action as would be
vetoed by Russia

Source: George Lawson, The rise of modern international order, in: Baylis et al. eds.) The Globalization of World Politics,
Oxford University Press, 2016 , pp. 37-51
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Ukraine war is also a war
on US-led world order

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Ukraine war - most dangerous since 1962 Cuban Crisis
Putin sees Ukraine as part of war against American-led
world order
Putin hopes problems of high fuel, food, and fertilizer
prices will strain West’s cohesion
Nuclear weapons made Soviets a superpower and
Putin wants that stature back by nuclear blackmail
Yielding to Putin blackmail would hurt US credibility
But deterring Russia risks deepening US engagement

Source: Condensed from “Putin’s Nuclear Threat Is Real,” Walter Russell Mead, WSJ, Oct 3, 2022
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Outcomes of Ukraine
war?

◼

◼

Not over but massive death, destruction, and
disruption
Possible outcomes
1.

2.

3.

◼

Russian defeat – unlikely due to Russia’s massive resources
and West’s war fatigue and energy shortage
Stalemate - Russian troops in east but neither stops
fighting, and no peace talks
Ukraine forced to compromise and a Russian victory of
some kind is most likely outcome

Aftermath? Both poorer, Russia more unpredictable,
isolated, and allied with China
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Covid impacts on world
order
◼

◼

Disastrous - killed 10 million, sunk
economies & disrupted politics
Shook-up way people live, work & govern
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Highlighted failed international cooperation
Increased rivalry between U.S. & China
Disrupted global supply chains and triggered inflation
Increased national debt and strained governments
Increased government intervention & authoritarianism
Reinforced nationalism and polarization
Deepened inequality
Reduced of faith in democracy
Source: Global Trends, National Intelligence Council, March 2021
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Political impacts of
COVID

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Biggest rollback of freedoms
during peacetime
Suspensions of legislatures & elections
Claims of advantages of autocracy over democracy
Unprecedented expansion of government power
Misuse of power and restrictions
Oppressive and intrusive digital surveillance
Media restrictions on criticism of government
From wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_of_the_COVID-19_pandemic_on_politics>
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International relations
impacts of COVID
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

U.S. image suffered by poor Covid-19 response
China promotes authoritarianism vs. democracy
China deflects criticisms with conspiracy theory
Covid originated in U.S.
Iran said Covid was U.S. biological invasion
Halts on trade of medicines, diagnostics & PPE
Rich nations hogging pandemic supplies & shots
Russia-Saudi oil price war
Russian hackers stole COVID-19 research
Impact of the COVID-19 on international relations, From Wikipedia
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IV. What should
US do?

◼

Counter worrisome post-pandemic geopolitics of:
◼
◼
◼

◼

Rising U.S.-China power struggle to a new Cold War
Reduced openness to globalization
Extremism and illiberalism

Promote more cooperation to solve global problems
of:
◼

Climate change, terrorism, pandemics!, nuclear
proliferation, cyber warfare, trade abuses…
Sources: The Pandemic Will Accelerate History Rather Than Reshape It, By Richard Haass, Foreign Affairs, April 07,
2020 and "A Cold War With China Would Be a Mistake," WSJ, May 7, 2020
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Emerging World Order has prompted
new US National Security Strategy
◼

It’s a decisive decade:
◼
◼

◼

Russia and China pose different challenges
◼

◼

◼

Competition to shape international order
Transnational challenges of climate change, food insecurity,
communicable diseases, terrorism, inflation…
Russia - immediate threat to international order today by
seeking to redraw national boundaries
But China - only country with both intent and power to do
so by seeking to rewrite the rules of commerce, surveillance
and influence over other countries

It's a changed landscape - post-Cold War era is over

Sources: Biden’s National Security Strategy Focuses on China, Russia and Democracy at Home, By David E. Sanger, NYT, Oct.
12, 2022, and U.S. Sees ‘Decisive Decade’ Ahead in Competition With China, Russia, By Gordon Lubold, WSJ, Oct. 12, 2022
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Support agreement on
world rules
◼

New rules which clarify
1.

Prohibited actions (acquiring territory by conquest)

Set “red lines” that crossing them has consequences
3. When can’t agree, either side is free to take independent
actions but calibrated to prevent military actions
4. Cooperate when requires involvement of multiple states,
e.g., climate change, pandemics, terrorism, etc.
In era of declining relative US power, value of cooperation with
other liberal democracies should grow
2.

◼

What would be ideal? A world order of states affirming

individual dignity and participatory governance and cooperating
internationally in accordance with agreed-upon rules…. - Henry
Kissinger

How to Build a Better Order, By Dani Rodrik and Stephen M. Walt, Foreign Affairs, Sep/Oct 2022
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US should work to make world greener

28

The Good News? Much food for thought
available which this course will share
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Emerging New World De-Order
Summary & Conclusions

I.

II.

III.

IV.

What is “world order”?: Regularized practices of exchange
and interactions among discrete political units that recognize
each other to be independent
What makes a world power? Many factors contribute to
wealth & power. US still #1, but challenged by rising China,
warring Russia, and fracturing EU
Why is a new world order emerging?: Driven by US-China
de-cooperation, de-population, de-democratization, decarbonization, & de-globalization and accelerated by
repercussions of Covid, Russia's invasion of Ukraine,
polarization & nationalism
What should US do? Lead creation of a new rules-based
order in which world powers compete in some areas,
cooperate in others, and understand “red lines”
Thanks, next Oct 25: Declining democracy and world order
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Appendix supplemental info

Key Foreign Relations Terms/Doctrines
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

All measures short of war: Great powers seek to avoid a major war with each other but
compete with all measures short of war, including cyber war, economic war, proxy war, and
coercive diplomacy
Autarky: Economic independence from external sources.
Balance-of-power: Attempts to concentrate power or conquer will provoke countervailing
actions called balancing
Balancing: How a major power pushes back against another via geopolitical competition by
arming a rival’s enemies, building own military, creating alliances, or setting down red lines
over which will go to war
Clash of civilizations: Source of future conflict will be cultural – East vs. West
Convergence: Major powers stop treating each other as rivals and work together to tackle
common challenges and develop common rules
Containment: Used against USSR to limit expansion of communism
Democratic peace theory: Belief that as countries become democratic, conflict decreases
Dependence theory: Belief that industrialized North has a neocolonial relationship with South
Divergence: Russia and China tolerated liberal international order when were relatively weak,
but as they became more powerful, would exert power in spheres of influence
End of history: Predicted by Francis Fukuyama after collapse of USSR that there would be an
absence of ideological alternatives to capitalism
Emancipation theory: Desire of people for empowerment, more control over their lives, is
the source of democracy
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Key Foreign Relations Terms/Doctrines
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

(continued)

Jungle grows back: Like a jungle that keeps growing back after being cut down, the world
has always been full of dangerous actors who, left unchecked, possess the desire and ability to
make things worse
Idealism: Counter to realism - rejects power politics and argues that failure to follow policies
based on humanitarianism and international cooperation will result in disaster
Irredentism: A minority population's demand to join its motherland or when the motherland
claims the area in which the minority lives, e.g. Russia and Ukraine
Liberal international order: Built and supported by U.S. power characterized by alliances ,
an open economy , multilateral cooperation , democracy , and human rights
Modernization: As nations income and education rise, they become more democratic
Multipolar: A world political system in which power is held by many as opposed to Bipolar
during Cold War or Unipolar power for a time after collapse U.S.SR
Power: Totality of a country's international capabilities based on multiple resources and
includes both “hard power” of military and economic might and “soft power” of cultural
attractiveness
Realism: Counter to idealism that countries operate in their own self-interests and that politics
is a struggle for power
Revanchism: Seeking to retaliate, especially to recover lost territory (e.g., Russia & Ukraine,
China & Taiwan)
World Order: A set of commonly accepted rules that define the limits of permissible action and
a balance of power that enforces restraint where the rules breakdown.
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Growth GDP World Powers
Area Avg( 2015-19)
US
2.4
China
6.7
EU
2.3
India
6.6
Russia
1.0
World
3.1

2020
-3.4
2.2
-5.6
-6.6
-2.7
-3.0

2021
5.7
8.1
5.4
8.7
4.7
6.0

2022
1.6
3.2
3.2
6.8
-3.4
3.2

2023
1.0
4.4
0.7
6.1
-2.3
2.7

#####

##### 26,786

2027
1.9
4.6
1.7
6.2
0.7
3.2

Min
(3.40)
2.20
(5.60)
(6.60)
(14.53)
(3.00)

Source: World Economic Outlook, Oct 12, 2022

19921.5
◼
◼

◼

◼

22,996

2015-19 was solid global growth after recovering from 2008 Great Recession
2020 GDP declined for all powers except China, thanks to Covid and worst
growth in 30 years
By 2027, hopefully effects of Covid and Ukraine War turmoil will be over and
growth will be normal
India will grow the fastest, followed by China, with Russia growing the
slowest
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From 1st US Overseas War to End Chinese Empire (1801-1912)
Year

Event

1801
1803
1804
1815
1810
1815
1842
1848
1853
1853
1858
1859
1861
1869
1871
1871
1885
1898
1899
1902
1905
1912

1801–15: Barbary Wars, first foreign of US
Battle of Trafalgar, British defeats French and Spanish fleets, key for success of British Empire
1810s–1820s: Most Latin American colonies free mselves from Spanish and Portuguese Empires
Napoleon finally defeated at Waterloo
Monroe Doctrine declared by US
1839–60: After Opium Wars, France, UK, US and Russia gain trade concessions from China
Treaty of Nanking cedes Hong Kong to British
Revolutions of 1848 across Europe; crushed by conservatives
1853–56: Crimean War; France and Britain defend Ottoman Empire and defeat Russia
Commodore Perry threatens Japan with gunships, demanding open trade
1858–1947: British Empire in India lasts for 90 years
1859–69: Suez Canal constructed
Apr 12: 1861–65: US Civil War
May 10 - First US Transcontinental Railroad completed
Unifications of Germany and Italy and emergence of a New Imperialism
1871–1914: Second Industrial Revolution
1885: Berlin Conference signals start of European "scramble for Africa"
US gains control of Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Philippines after Spanish–American War
1899-1900 Open Door Policy proclaimed to protect China
Venezuela Crisis, in which Britain, Germany and Italy blockade Venezuela collect financial claims
Sep 5: Russo-Japanese War ends in Japanese victory
Feb 12: End of Chinese Empire Republic of China established

From WW I to Sino-Soviet Split (1914-1960)
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From WW I to Sino-Soviet Split (1914-1960)
Year
1914
1914
1915
1917
1917
1918
1919
1922
1924
1929
1933
1933
1937
1939
1939
1941
1945
1945
1945
1945
1945
1948
1949
1950
1957
1959
1960
1960

Event
July 28: World War I begins
Aug 15 : Panama Canal opens
May 7: Sinking of RMS Lusitania
Mar 8: Russian Revolution ends Russian Empire; beginning of Russian Civil War
April 6: US joins Entente for last 17 months of WW I
Jan 22: Ukraine declares independence from Russia
Paris Peace Conference writes Treaty of Versailles that punishes Germany
Washington Naval Treaty is signed
May 24: Immigration Act of 1924 restricts immigration to US
Oct 24–29: Wall Street crash of 1929 and beginning of Great Depression
Jan 30: Adolf Hitler becomes Chancellor of Germany
March 4: Franklin D Roosevelt first inauguration
July 7: Japanese invasion of China, and beginning of World War II in Far East
Aug 23: Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact between Germany and Soviet Union
Sep 1: Nazi invasion of Poland triggers World War II in Europe
Dec 7: Japanese Attack on Pearl Harbor leads to USA joining World War II
End of World War II in Europe
Holocaust ends after ~12 million deaths, including 6 million Jews
June 26: United Nations founded (UN Charter)
August 6–9: Harry S Truman orders atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
March 12: Harry Truman establishes Truman Doctrine of containment of Communism
April 3: Marshall Plan provides foreign aid of $13 billion to 16 Western European countries
April 4: Creation of NATO
June 25: North Korean invasion of South Korea begins Korean War
October 4: Launch of Sputnik 1 and beginning of Space Age
November 1: Beginning of Vietnam War, which lasted for almost twenty years until 1975
Year of Africa: Wave of independence of 17 African nations
1960-89: Khrushchev withdraws Soviet cooperation with China, initiating Sino-Soviet split

From Cuban Crisis to Great Recession (1962-2008)
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From Cuba Crisis to Great Recession (1960-2007)
Year
1962
1970
1972
1973
1975
1976
1979
1979
1979
1985
1986
1989
1989
1989
1991
1990
1999
2001
2001
2003
2004
2004
2008

Event
Oct 16–29: Cuban Missile Crisis nearly causes nuclear war
Containerisation adopted globally, massively boosting global trade
Feb 21 – 28 – President Nixon visits to China and meets with Mao
Oct: 1973 oil crisis
April 30: Fall of Saigon ends Vietnam War
Dec 18: Deng Xiaoping launches Chinese economic reform
Feb 11: Iranian Revolution overthrows and exiles Shah
Dec 24: Soviet–Afghan War begins
1979 oil crisis becomes second one since 1973
Mar 11: Mikhail Gorbachev becomes head of Soviet Union
Oct 12: Reykjavik Summit: A breakthrough in nuclear arms control
Feb 15: End of Soviet war in Afghanistan
Apr–Jun: Tiananmen Square Massacre in China snuffs protests for democracy
Nov 9: Fall of Berlin Wall signals end of Cold War
Aug 2: Gulf War against Sadaam Hussein in Iraq begins
Feb 7: Maastricht Treaty creates European Union
Jan 1: Establishment of North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
Sept 11: Al-Qaeda terrorists hijack four planes resulting in killing nearly 3,000
Oct 7–Dec 17: US invades Afghanistan and topples Taliban, begins 21-year war
Mar 19: US invades Iraq to oust Saddam, triggering protests and 8 year war
NATO and European Union incorporates most of former Eastern Bloc
Orange Revolution in Ukraine
Stock markets plunge around world, signaling start of Great Recession
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From BRICS to Re-election of Xi in China (2009-2022)
Year

Event

2009
2010
2011
2012
2014
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2018
2018
2019
2019
2020
2020
2020
2021
2022
2022
2022
2022
2022
2022
2022
2022

June 16: Formation of BRICS economic bloc
Threat of Greece default triggers European debt crisis
Iraq War ends
Nov 15: Xi Jinping is elected as General Secretary of Chinese Communist Party
Feb: Protests in Ukraine, leading to Russia's annexation of Crimea
Sep 30: Russia begins air strikes against ISIL and anti-government forces in Syria
China announces end of One-child policy after 35 years
European migrant crisis
Nov 4: Paris Agreement by 195 nations to fight global warming begins
Turkey begins purges after failed coup d'état attempt
China–US trade war begins
Trump administration reimposes sanctions against Iran
Jair Bolsonaro becomes President of Brazil
Boris Johnson becomes Prime Minister of UK
Jan 31: - BREXIT -UK withdraws from European Union
June 30: China curtails civil liberties in Hong Kong
COVID-19 pandemic spreads from China
Jan 6: Supporters of Trump, attack US capitol, leading to five deaths
Feb 26 - Russian invasion of Ukraine and West sanction Russia
Global food prices soar to highest in 30 years as a result of Ukraine crisis
April 27 – EU accuses Russia of blackmail after gas supplies are halted
July 8 – Former Prime Minister of Japan Shinzo Abe is assassinated
July 21 European Central Bank raises its interest rate for first time in 11 years
Aug 4 - China conducts military exercise around Taiwan in response to Pelosi visit
Oct 5 – OPEC+ imposes a production cut of up to 2 million barrels per day
Oct 16 – 20th Chinese Communist Party re-elects incumbent Xi Jinping
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